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fINU)RON OF TES, TRAINING, AND PERFORMANCE ASSESSME
INTO DISTRl3JED CONTROL AND SURVEZI.ANCE SYSTE DESIGN

by

John G. Kamerer, Naval Ocean Systems Center
David W. Geer, Martin Marietta Baltimore Aerospace

Thoas R. Tiernan, Naval Ocean Systems Center

ABSTRACT

Shiipboard systems, subsyses, and eaimnts arnot
designed to optimize overall operational performance or mission
effectiveness. 'he problem manifests itself through system level
under utilization of potential w-rfighting capability and

Soperational performance inherent in the highly capable sub-system
Sand equipment components.

This is considered attributable to the fact that our
shipboard crews do not operate, test, train on, or assess

Z performance of well defined systems, subsystems, and cormponents
I with carefully integrated operator surveillance and control
Z functions that enhance system level operator decision making and
Ui response actions. Rather they tend to emloy an aggregation of
> equipments and component tests and training to perform a sub0

W ofunction and it is up to the operators to assess performance and
determine the operational interaction of components. The
operational use of the "system" and assessment of responses to

LII sensor inputs are relegated to training and all too often it is
U training or the operator himself, rather than control system
Do design that is considered at fault when the system or operators
O are incapable of coping with an operational situation.

"' The integration of test, training, and performance
0 assesnment reurements into control and surveillance system

design has become a necessity due to escalating complexity, costs
of duplicative and redundant design, equipment, software and the
pressing nieed to provide for real time utilization of full total
ship capability.

The integrated, distributed control and surveillance systems
of today provide the baseline for total system level test,

K training, and performance assessment as well as the intrinsic
system level capability to meet operational performance
requirements if included in preliminary design.

This paper discusses recent developments in overlapping
requirements, system design, functional allocation,- and
operational implementation of Integrated Test, Training, and
Performance Assessment utilizing a distributed microprocessor
control and surveillance system design.
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Modern ccnputer microprocessor based control and
surveillance systems have evolved into two basic shipboard

the "carbat system" comprised of radars, sonar, electronic
warfare suites, and associated control processors, and

the "engineering control system" comprised of auxiliary,
electrical, propulsion, damage control, steering, and
associated central control station processors.

Within the next ten years, these two separate, yet
interdependent "systems" are expected to be combined over a
common data bus into one shipboard control system. Yet the
overall control systems of today have been designed and procured
by accumulating and interfacing the equipments and subsystem

cumponents with little understanding of how the total system will
function under various operating conditions, workloads and
derees of casualties or battle damage. Further, the typical
sy'stem procurement is based on long used, and often out
dated, standards and specifications defined for stand-alone

* equipments or subsystems of the 1950-1970's. The result has been
that new control system have been fielded with obsolescent
system level control because of the inability to determine

. how the introduction of new or evolving tecnology will cross
the procureent inte--face and affect the total system under
development. Unlike modern data networks that have system
integ-ity features to enable network users to determine that the
network is passing data, the individual systems with their built-
-in-test (BIT) and training features are not designed to perform

.i in a team environmrent.

r. TES

D eteminin- overall equipment and compter program
operability through test procedures is typically an aggregation
of equipment and subsystem test results together with interface
tests. The test proc generally parallels the equipment /
subsystem design and procurement process as well as the designed
operational control and display features. This process does

0, not fully test the total system tactical / operational
software on which the operability of the total system depends.
While manual overall system level tests are performed today at
the combat system level they are very slow and limited in scope.
Additionally the manual overall combat system process and the
aggregation process does not assess the impact of degraded

0. performance of the equipment and computer programs and provide
that information to the decision makers and repair technicians in
a timxrely xwer in a usable format.
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TRANING

In addition to equiim=ent and coputer program
considerations, shipboard system designs specifically includes
the human operator as part of the operational design philosophy.
Thus, the operators timely and correct response to stimuli is
essential to system performance. Realistic total system
training timr, underway or inport, is rinimal. The attrition of
operator and team skills without continuous training on the
systxms is such that it declines to the point that even
if the mechanical and electrical components are operable, the
overall system performance is below design capability. Just as
irportant to training the operators and decision makers, is
training them realistically and recognizing the shortcomings of
their abilities, the shortcomings of their equinents and
coiputer prograns, and learning how to cope with the conditions
at hand. Constant and continuing practice and assessment of
the individuals, subteams, and the ship as a team entity
becomes vitally irrportant for ship safety in peacetime and
survival in battle.

PEE2-ORMCE ASSESSMEN

. In an active sense, where the input is controlled,
performance assessment is a corparison of the actual output to an
e~ted output or standard.

* Performance assessment can also be passively acz=J ished.
In this case, performance asses=ent is more of a surveillance or
monitoring function. For ey-nple, the Cchlat Information Center
Watch Officer and Engineering officer of the Watch perform
passive performance assessment functions.

Wiether active or passive, performance assessment is a
Dsurveillance of the systems vital signs and an analysis of the
- impact of non-standard events on the operational capability of
.the system. System performance can be improved with knc'wledge of

the systems actual state through system control design features.

I1I= =E TEST, PAUMG, AND PERFORMCE ASSESSM=N

To test and assess performance at the shipboard system
level, a stinmli can be injected into the front end of the
combat systers surveillance systems and monitored with
surveillance devices and techniques through each corponent,
equipment, sub-stem. The external stimali causes certain

% responses by the equipment and computer programs of the cmubat
system which in turn causes certain responses by the equipment
and conputer programs of the engineering control system. This
technical approach is a philosophy best described as "from
the outside-in" as contrasted to the aggregation of
component, equipment, and subsystem "inside-out" testing at
all levels. The external STfKjL ON causes the ship to be
tested and assessed as one entity. The surveillance radars,
sonars, electronic warfare, and intelligence suites mis -
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function, ht they in turn are directly dependent on the
engineering functions of the ship working to their designed
efficiency.

As the external stimulation causes the combat systpm and the
engineering system equipments and computer programs to react, it
additionally causes the third component and perhaps the most
important corponent of the "systemn", the people, to react. The
stress test causes the operators to form habits, thoughts, and
behavior patterns to coplete the tests, operate their eqipments
and computer programs, and cope with the situation as the tests
are run. Thus as the system is tested and the equipient and
.uter programs performance is assessed, it is also
accoralishing training and performance assessment of the people.
The functions of test, training, and performance assessment are
so intertwined when front end stimulation is induced that it
is logical to integrate them into one being, Integrated Test,
Training, and Performance Assessment (ITT&PA).

., " dDTEST, TRA-N-N, AND P=L O..!NCE ASSESSM=N MDDEL

Figure 1, respresents a model of the principles of
Lntegrated Test, Training, and Performance Assesment (IT&PA).

LI Test / Training

" Generation Stimulation /
& Control Simulation

X ef r a c
Asesmet Computer ProgramsX.. = Assessment Pol

L - Surveillance

* Figure 1 - Integrated Test, Training, & Performance Assessment Model

The Scenario Generation and Control function is the origin
of the test to be conducted. The Scenario Generation and Control
function causes the stimuli to be injected into the equipment and
crmputer progrars via stimulation / simulation techniques. Since

* people operate and control the equipments and ccupiter progrwrs
they too are exercised. That is, the Scenario Generation and
Control function is test control and it is training control.
Surveillance devices and techniques monitor the reaction of the

..
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hardware, software, and people and feedback the test/training
results to the control function. A ciarison of the known input
to the actual output versus the expected output allows the
performance of the system to be determined.

CCMBAT SYS= EXAMIS

The AN/USQ-93 (V) Shipboard Radar Envirorunental Simulator
System (RESS) is being built as a complement to the New Threat
Upgrade Anti-Air Warfare Cunbat System improvement program.
System design includes a Test, Training, Performance Monitoring
controller, radar and IFF stimulators, and distributed
processors. The system was built for test but is usedex-nsively for training.

The AN/SQQ-89 On Board Trainer (OBI) is being built as a
sonar suite trainer but will have extreme applicability for sonar
stress tests.

" "' The Pezrry Class Pierside Corbat System Team Trainer, Device
Z 20E5 uses a scenario generator/controller, sensor and weapon

stimulation and simulation techniques, distributed processing,
)" and fiber optic c unication connectivity to train the entire

FFC-7 Class Cctoat System. Lessons learned indicate that even
z though it was built as a trainer, signficant amount of "systeM"
z tests are conducted.
z

T'he i0-1 class shin is built with the AN/SSQ-91 (V) C=bat
>"." •Simulation Test System (CSTS). A test system, that like its
: g-' o predessor c arrently onboard onboard the DDG-993 class sh-ip, will

also train the cnbat system team. The architecture of the 110-I
CSMI is illustrated in Figure 2.

W
w
.' , DDEGINEERING APPLICATION
0

a: As ccubat system are starting to inplement system level
W test, training, and performance assesm-ent tools, the lessons

A learned become applicable to the engineering aspects of the ship.
Figure 3 illustrates the concept of ITT&PA applied to the
en gineering requirement for test, training, and performance
assessment of its "system". Although the concepts of machinery
testing and performance assessment have been explored and
utilized in the past, for exanple Test Evaluation and Monitoring

' SystEm (TFAYS), Centralized Autcuatic Test System (CA-TS), and
Shipboard achinery Performance Monitoring System (243S), the
integration of test, training, and per-formnce assessent for the
engineering system is a relatively new concept.

%,
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UPX-2 Stimulator Control - Environmental S-Sontiusolea Simulator

I I I I
SPS-67 Link 4A

Stimulator Stimulator Simulator UQ7

.1

Figure 2 - LHD-1 Combat Simulation Test System Architecture

-, JJ

J An underlying requirement for improved continuity of
a operation of shipboard engineering systems will be the ability to
Smonitor the sub-systems exemplified in Figure 3. tuilt-in-test

(BIT) and built-in-test-equipment (BITE) in the individual sub-
• .systems are in many cases already very close to being the

"stimulator" in the Integrated Test, Training, and Performance
Assessment concept.

SURVFJZNMCE

Surveillance or monitoring is needed to provide continuous
and immediate information on engineering plant and component
status, level of performance, and to detect equipment failures
and predict imperding failures so that corretive action can be
taken by a supervisory control system. Concrrently, the[ information available on machinery camponents will reduce
maintenance requireents by providing the capability for
maintenance on demand rather than on a regular calendar schedule
basis.
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Figure 3 - Concept ITT&PA tar the Engineering System

Je types of in versus output measurents that IT&PA

could addlress in the e gineering system include surveillanc /
monitorirg of pressure, motion, flcw, temperature, force, torque,
and changes in the same parameters caused by operator actions.

For example, a large fraction of mechaWtcal ueasureants is

concened with pressure, particularly in propulsion systems,
process control systm, and or c systems. Pressure is the

actual quantity reqired3 in many intne; howiever, in other
cases the desired parameter is inferred fran pressure

>



.easurerents. Thus flow may be measured in terms of differential
pressure across a deliberate flow obstruction or in terms of the
force exerted against a deflection plate. In the case of motion,
measurenents reed to be made either of the motion of objects in
inertial spaoe or of the motion of certain parts of objects with
respect to other parts. The type of meas- rement, the arplitude
and frequency response reuirements, as well as certain
evirormvintal considerations usually dictate the particular asp-ct
of motion sensed and the type of sensor used. Motion semnsors
convert linear and angular displacme-int, and their time

* derivatives: velocity, ac-leration, and jerk, to electrical
signals. Each of the motion parameters ray be directly sensed
and converted in one or mcre steps to the desired electrical
signal, or the desired signal may be derived by differentiation
or integration from a signal t-ansduced fron one of the related
motion parameters.

Surveillance of output as red to irmut leads to the
performance assesnt f Lrivia -syt-. Controled:''< input via test/trainin g controller and -,a-vei--larc of the otu

parameters enables the sysE--, to be assessed as a whole.

It is desirable that the engineerLng sy'stem, like the combat
systerm, be tested and the people who oetetheom, be trained,
to provide two prinary levels of Lnfor'ation. The first level

.<. > is to assess the 'Yvell being" of the equipment, cputer-3''.' .,programs, and people and inform decision rake-s with that
inforation tailored to his needs. The second level is to aid in
the location of failed coponents for the te-hnicia-ns.

The engineering officer of the watch is responsible for tha
D msafe and proper operation of the engineering system. In that
0 regard ITT&PA can provide him from a distributed and continuously

update data base, assigned mission responsibility as directed
-'. "z from the cnubat syste m, c;=tanding officer, and/or officer of the

deeck. With this information the engineering officer of the wach
* can erploy ships propulsion, electric Dower, auxilary systems,

interior ocnriications, etc. IT&PA can provide hiin with his
engineering availability, limitations, and reccrmended
alternatives for syste . erployment based upon its carrent state.

=IT&PA can provide similar information to the damage control
officer who has access to the data base through distributed data

* buses. Integrated Tett, Training, and Perfor-mane Assess ent can
aid in fault isolation, trend analysis, and decision aids.

The cmbat system corponents, equipments, and subsysters

are physically located throughout the ship, as are the
cxponents, equipments, and subsyste of the engineering system.
The ccnbat system and the engineering system, however, mist
merge to form an n-dimensional corplex machine, the ship.

ICarputer technology today is such that distributed processing
becnes a viable solution. Effective and efficient ccunicatioli

;w.
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* connectivity between the two aj or sys-ters is required to ensure
total ship control for daily operation, control for safety, ard
control during battle for survivability. The data bses of today
provide the baseline for application of the integrated test,
training, and performance assessment concept. Figure 4
represents a conceptual integrated test, trainn-)g, and
perforzance assessent architecture with distributed control
workstations.

Performance Assessment Data Base

Test/Training
Control & Processng co

Surveillance

Equipment, Computer Programs, & People
ASWE

Data Bus c*-5 .

* U

"DCA Test / Training
.Control & Processing

SO _

Performance Assessment Data Base

Acronym Key

ASWE Anti-Submarine Warfare Evaluator STIM = Stimulation

CO Commanding Officer TAO Tactical Action Officer

DCA = Damage Control Assistant XO = Executive Officer

EOOW = Engineering Officer of the Watch

Figure 4 - Integrated Test, Training, and Performance Assessment

with Distributed Control and Surveillance Design
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ITT&PA OBJECTIVE

The objective of Integrated Test, Training, and Performance
W Ass-essment is to provide shipboard decision makers and

maintenance personnel with a means of assessing in real tire the
"state of health" of the ship to optimize overnall operational
syst em-n performance.

PEP--ZSR,2NCE

Knowledge that the systEn is not functioning to its maximum
design capability becmes essential not only durirg battle but
during everyday operational use for safety and efficiency. For
ex:arple, what is impact on the ship if a power supply to the
surveillance radar is degraded? What is the inpact if the
watch supervisor in fireroan number two ifints due to heat
e>&austion caused by inadequate air conditioning? Who will
replace the tactical action officer if he is severely injured

* frm a missile explosion? How will the electrical load be re-
-.. distribued and how fast?

< The combt system operators and decision makers mist kncw
in real tire the constantly changing status of the engineering
system. Mhey must know the limitations of their systems at all
tires in order to exploit the resultant capabilities. The

pr;s ion systLm operators, technicians, and decision makers
rr-ist Iiow the ever changing Corbat system status in order to

> initiate repairs, maintenance, and shifts in load centers to
exploit its ayxim capability uprd into the combat system.
Information format and utility is different for the technicians,
operators, and decision makers. The readiness status information
must therefore be tailored to best support the users of the
info=ation in the shortest time possible. With the diversity of

* information required, the diversity of the elements, components,
and sub-systens, the spacial distances between the equipments and
pe-sonnel, and state of the art technology a distributed

' "architecture is appropriate.

COST SA=GS

Whnile the US Navy is recognizing the need for system level
testing and for system level training only recently is it
beginning to recognize the overlap in test and training
methodologies. From a cost standpoint, integrated test,
training, and performance assesament offers an opportunity to pay
only once for a mre corplete integrated test and training
capability. This in itself is reason for integrating the closely
related fur-ctions of test and training.

The efforts ongoing in combat system test / training have
all been add on capabilities. Recognition of the need for
syst , level test and training has come after the operational

, equipments have been funded and developed. Lessons learned
indicate that had the test / training capabilities been disigned

P~ a P. . PP 1,(



into the prime item equients cost savings could have been
- realized not only in research and development but in life cycle

logistics costs. Additionally, the add on stimulators and
simulators have caused space and weight tradeoffs. The Device
20B5 for example comes in semi-truck and is therefore not an
asset available at sea. Advances in today's technology in the
area of very high speed integrated circuitry, local area
networks, fiber optics, lap top computers all make feasible the

*concept of embedding the ITr&PA capabilities and techniques into
prime item equipments at the design stage.

RESEARCH

The operational use of combat systems in response to
stimulation and simulation resulting have resulted in lessons
learned that indicate all too often it is training or the
operator himself, rather than control system design that is
considered at fault when the system or operators are incapable of
coping with an operational situation. While research and
development facilties are slo'ly rroving for-ward twacrd

- discovering these lessons through experimentation, recognition
* 0 that the ship must operate as one entity which includes the

engineering system is significantly lacking.

--., r Data that would be collected, processed, and distributed to
the users should be maintained. The data offers insight into the

* availability and maintainability of the complex system as a
whole. Trend analysis of the operational syst,es offers the
opportunity to identify problem areas and feed that information
back into the acquisition requirements definition process.

CONCISION

Increases in the performance characteristics and level of
autoation of surface ship systams emphasize the need for
extensive and continuing training, as well as continuous and
automated system performance measurement. Moreover, the
complexity of current systems and lack of total system training

-5 opportunties make it imperative that operators and teams have
L* the opportunity to train in realistic simulated environments in

order to develop and maintain required performance levels.

It is also essential that commarders have an accurate and
up-to-date operability status of the systems under their control.
With the increasing attention paid to cost effectiveness, the
high cost of dedicated training systems, and stringent
limitations on inport crew availability for training, there is a
critical requirement for an embedded Integrated Test, Training,
and Performance Assessment capability capable of being used at
sea or in port.

As the overall equipment and software requirements of
training and performance assessment functions are substantially
similar, significant cost savings can accrue from a combined
effort.
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It isclear th-at further prvgress in integrated Test,
Training, and Performance Assessmnt will be closely linked to
the evolution of control and surveillance system designs and
their associated data buses.

R ~CF
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